Sunshine Coast Spinners and Weavers Guild

Announcements
September 21 is
World-wide
Spin in Public Day
Vanessa Bjerreskov
is organizing an event
for Powell River
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News Flash!
Our meeting hall has suffered a flood. Our books and archives
were undamaged and have been removed to safety, but they will be
unavailable for the September meeting. Please hold on to your
checked-out books until remediation is complete. Our landlords
have offered us meeting space upstairs, which we may enter from
the upper parking lot.

The Guild summer began spectacularly

Plans are in progress for a
lower coast event.
Penny Stewart’s studio
partner is now carrying
Brassard 8/2 cotton. It will be
available at Fibre Camp, and
at the September guild
meeting. After that,
arrangements can be made
with Penny.

with Charlotte Kwon, the founder and owner of Maiwa, describing
the origin and development of her business.
In the 1990’s, Charlotte was working as a press operator in a
commercial printing business when she developed an intolerance to
the heavy-metal salts used in the inks, and needed multiple,blood
transfusions. She could no longer work at her trade. But this enforced
change in her life caused her to reflect that humans had been
colouring textiles for millenia, and if the colours she had been using
were toxic, there must be others that were not. The world centre of
natural dyeing was India, where she began exploring traditional ways
of making and using dyestuff. Her researches led her to the entire
universe of textile arts in an area recognized for their quality and
diversity since the time of the Roman empire.
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Buy and Sell
FOR SALE
45” Nilus Leclerc loom
includes bench,
8 and 12 dent reeds
$700
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She also saw that their market was threatened by mass
production of cheap synthetic textiles. If artisans using natural dyes,
organically grown fibres and traditional methods couldn’t earn a
wage equal to or better than competing economic opportunities, the
age-old skills in spinning and weaving, the equipment and
knowledge of how to build and maintain it, the unwritten recipes for
dyes, and even the specialized plants—like the drought-adapted
cotton of Kachch—that provide the fibre and dyestuffs would
disappear.
“It just stunned me that this work was so well developed,
so exquisite, so deep from centuries of refining. They weren’t
able to find a local market that would economically sustain
them creating work of excellence. The local market wanted
inexpensive textiles.”

located in Halfmoon Bay;
buyer would need to transport
daylelevesque@gmail.com
604-740-7407

In response, Charlotte launched a business to import handwoven,
organicly grown and dyed textiles to Vancouver, and promote them
to those who had enough discretionary income to priortize craft
excellence. It began with a table at the Christmas craft market on
Granville that brought in $3000 on a single weekend. Now she and
her staff of 40 operate a shop, Maiwa handprints, a textile school,
and organize tours of artisan workshops. They organized an
exhibition of their artisan suppliers’ work at the Vancouver Museum
that was one of its highest ever attended, and was held over for a
second season.

ISO

After an earthquake in India, they saw the need for a foundation
to support their artisan suppliers in unexpected hardship, and to
build infrastructure—a well, a block printing table, a workshop
where dyers, weavers and embroiderers could collaborate…

Guild member needs
renovator who
will work in Gibsons
does quality work
completes jobs on time
& can solve design problems.

A single thread connects the whole enterprize: the preservation
of knowledge through informing consumers of the value of craft
excellence, and informing artisans of the existence of this market,
and making it possible for them to reach it. And it all came about
because one craftsperson was made ill from toxic conditions in her
workplace and determined to create something better.

Help me upgrade my space
so I can host spin-ins!
send recommendations to
cyberwyrd@telus.net
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Would you believe …
that there is an industrial-scale weaving
mill … in Roberts Creek?
But there is and on July 21 the owners
held an open house for guild members
and the general public. We saw this
organic cotton being wound onto
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this warping mill from
1899, which will supply

this loom designed in the
Victorian era and
produced in 1930. Their
business plan is to
produce custom-ordered
blankets from organic amd ethically sourced yarns
https://macgeecloth.com/

We had a double program …
for our June meeting. Not only was it our end-of-season potluck and AGM (more on this next issue), but we
also had the presentation from the away team that attended the biennial International Fungi and Fibre
Symposium in Norway. But as one of our delegates wrote
“That was a bit of a distance to travel for a conference, though, so if you're
sorry you had to miss it, mark your calendars now for another chance, this
time much closer to home.
Much closer to home means Port Townsend, Washington, October 19-25. The organizers are young and
enthusiastic, and it's sure to be a grand event. Registration will open on January 2, 2020; if you're at all
interested, you'll want to register as soon as possible, as spaces will fill quickly.
Let's plan for a
huge Canadian
presence, because
Canadians can
surely master this:

and this

mushroom-dyed silk

mushroom-dyed wool
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The Book Corner
It’s been a long, mad summer! Do you feel that way too? I always look forward to the heat and the
lack of schedules, but suddenly the house is full, the garden is dry and there seems to be little time left
for fibre. However, with the recent arrival of our Library copy of PLY I made time for a perusal of the
current articles, closing the magazine an hour later with a big smile of satisfaction on my face and a
fresh appreciation for the magazine. The editors decide on a theme for each quarter, be it a sheep breed
(Leicester, Issue 8) or a technique (Bouclé, Issue 14) or a concept (Color, Issue 2) and then the articles
and photos support this specific topic. Each issue can be regarded as a stand-alone reference book.
Summer 2019, Issue 25 focuses on the Suspended Spindle. The magazine has it all: vocabulary needed;
how to choose a spindle from the multitude of styles; how to SPIN with a drop spindle, including
woolen, worsted and plying. There’s a colourful section on Turkish Spindles and one on the Scottish
Gaelic version, which is quite a different tool.
PLY editors welcome suggestions and articles from their readers which is fun as you might stumble
across a familiar name from time to time. In this particular issue Diana Twiss, a SCSWG Fibre Camp
Instructor from Sept ’18, has a superbly illustrated article on the many and varied ways to ply your
drop-spindled singles.
In the months ahead be watching for the Fur Issue …

Even More Book Corner
Members who were intrigued by the block
printing in Charlotte Kwon’s exhibit might
want to look at this book, which fell into a
member’s hands. Printed in Japan, it has
very complete instructions, illustrations and
text by a working artist—and will be
donated ro the Guild libary if we think it
deserving of space. Otherwise it will be sold
for a donation to the library.
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